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edication of

Science

ale

Center will
highlight

omecoming
Dedication of the new Peale Science

Dedicationof the Center

Center will highlight the Oct. 25-28 Home-

will be held

Friday, Oct. 25 beginning at 11 a.m. in

coming weekend at Hope this year.
A symposium, “Science As Servant of
Man”, will be held Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 25-26. Two major addresses will be

Dimnent Chapel followedby ribbon cutopen house in the new building. Admission to the dedication will be by
ticket which may obtainedat the Alumni
ting and an

presented, the first by Dr. William Pollard,

office.

A

Completion of the Peale Science Center
begins a new era for science instruction at
Hope. When the Center was opened this
fall it brought a broader perspective to a
century-old tradition of excellence in the

complete Homecoming schedule

of events appears on page 2.
Executive Director of the Oak Ridge Associated Universities,Oak Ridge, Tenn. at
8:15 p.m. Thursday and the other by Dr.

sciences— a first quality facility.

William Sevan, Executive Officer of the

The Center has been named in honor of
Norman Vincent Peale. Dr.
Peale has been pastor of the Marble Collegiate Church in New York City since
1932. Mrs. Peale is a noted author and lec-

American Association for the Advancement of Science, at 9 a.m. Friday.
Both addresses will be presented in Diment Memorial Chapel and are open to the

Dr. and Mrs.

uiblic.

fulltime

Fall

turer having served on the Hope College
Board of Trustees since 1967.
In announcing the name of the building
last fall President Gordon J. Van Wylen
said: “Both Dr. and Mrs. Peale have made

The Peale Science Center — an
depth feature begins on page 5.

in-

very definite and distinguished contribu-

of

Humane

Kresge Foundation.

A $500,000

challenge grant from the

Kresge Foundation spearheadedthe campaign to raise funds to build the Peale
Science Center.

The traditionalHomecoming festivities
26 when the Hope

will begin Friday, Oct.

tions to the church and to the nation, and
their ministry has

Letters degree to Stanley S.

Kresge, chairman of the board of the

please turn to page 3, column 1
Him emir— i '.mm

touched many individual

lives with the Christian message. Further,

naming this building after two persons
whose distinguishingactivities have related
to religionis also a reflectionof our

mitment

com-

Hope College that faith and
science are indeed compatible.”
A highlight of the Dedicationceremony
will be the awarding of an honorary Doctor
at

enrollment declines
Enrollmentfor the

fall semester de-

clined from the previous year according to

Jon Huisken.
The headcount of 2,105 includes 1,900
fulltime and 205 part-time students. Enrollment a year ago was 2,124 — 2,016 as
fulltime students and 108 on a part-time
registrar

basis.

The Hope College enrollment picture
is probed on pages 10-11.
The breakdown by

classes with last

year’s total in parentheses are: freshmen

575 (646), sophomores 558 (545), juniors
487 (545), seniors 304 (321), and special
students 181 (67).
There are 59 students from foreign
countries representing Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Honduras, Hong Kong, Iran, Iraq,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, Peru, Qatar, Saudi

Arabia and Singa-

pore.

It is

one of the largest foreign student

tion.

DR.

representations in history according to Dr.

AND MRS. PEALE

Paul Fried, director of international educaX

The freshman class, 255 men and 260
women, come from 25 states. Fifty percent
of the class are from Michigan with 12 per
cent from western Michigan high schools.
Fourteen percent are from New York and
10 percent each from New Jersey and illinois.

Thirty percent of the freshmen have
some previous alumni connectionswhile 38
percent stated that their church preference
is the Reformed Church in America.
The average high school grade point
average was 3.1 on a four point scale and
50 percent of the class ranked in the top
fifth of their class. The average College Entrance Examination Board scholasticaptitude test (S.A.T.) verbal score was 502
while the S.A.T. math average was 543.
please turn to page 3, column 1

Build

Hope

Fund

at

52%

The Build Hope Fund,

a multi-million

dollar fund raising program that

is underway to support the college’scapital, endowment and academic programs,has surpassed the halfway point toward its
$8,850,000 goal.
National chairman James M. Ver Meulen
of Grand Rapids, Mich, has announced that
$4,542,000 or 52 per cent of the goal has
been contributedor pledged.
The campaign, which was launched last

fall, already represents the largest
of

money contributedto

a

amount

Hope College

fund drive.
please turn to page

1

2,

column 2

COMBINED INTO ONE

DAY

physics under the direction of Dr.

James

The traditionalBaccalaureate service
and Commencement exercise have been
combined into one day (May 12) beginning
this year according to academic dean Dr.
MorretteRider. The Baccalaureate service
will be held in the morning in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel while Commencement
will be in the afternoonin the Holland
Civic Center.

MORE SCHOLARSHIP AID
FOR MICHIGAN STUDENTS
Michigan Governor William G. Milliken
has signed into law a bill that will increase

from $800 to $1,200 the

maximum schol-

The grant

is

for a

two year program to

investigateseveral nuclear reactions that

Hope students presently working with Dr.
Toevs on the project are Larry Smith of
Wadsworth, Ohio, David Hedstrand of
Dearborn, Mich., and Selwyn Schultz from
Saginaw, Mich.
The nuclear reactions are being produced by the college’s2.5 million volt accelerator,which will accelerate protons to
high energy and smash them into targets of
sodium and phosphorus.The physicistswill
detect and analyze

gamma

radiation emit-

ted by the nuclear reactions.The data obtained are required for an understandingof

attending the state’s independent and pub-

energy generating process in stars, the evolution of stars, and the origin of the chemi-

The state-supported scholarship program was instituted in 1965 by the Michigan Legislature and

it

lic

cal elements.

and independent colleges and universi-

ties.

The monetary awards are based on the
competitivescholarship examination and an assessment of the
applicants financial need. During the past
academic year approximately 13,000 public and 3,000 independent college students
participated in the program.
results of an annual

GRANT SUPPORTS RESEARCH
Dr. Lynn M. Hoepfinger, associate professor of chemistry, has been awarded a

$14,700 grant from the U.S. Public Health
Service entitled “Isolation and Properties
of Bovine Kidney Urokinase”.
The project involves the extraction of
the enzyme urokinasefrom animal kidney
tissue, a substancewhich can be used clinically to remove blood clots in humans. It is
currently used to remove clots in pulmonary arteries but it is not used extensively
because of its limited supply, high cost
($1,000 per patient),and difficultyof iso-

NEW LOOK

A

has assistedthou-

sands of students to attend Michigan’s pub-

EXPAND LIBRARY HOLDINGS
Hope has received a $5,000 grant from
the U.S. Office of Education to purchase
library materials relatingto contemporary
social issues according to Lee Lebbin, director of libraries.

The grant

will be used to purchase

ma-

major areas according to
Lebbin.
The college will obtain audio-visual materials, books and periodicals for an ongoing program of teaching English as a
terials in three

foreign language to foreign-born students.

The college also plans to increase its library

field study area by several of the science

from

departments.

GRANT

The Research Corporationhas presented
Hope a $21,700 Cottrell College Science
Grant to support research in nuclear astro-
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with the senate office buildings.Pete ran to

DISPLAY STUDENT

Hope

lege is published four times a year by

Col-

Hope

College, 85 East 12th Street, Holland,

Michigan 49423
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WORKS

an open elevator,got in, and told the el-

Works of art by students enrolled at
Hope and other member schools of the
Great Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA)
have been selected by the U.S. Information
Agency (USIA) to be displayed around the
world as examples of the artistic skill of
young American printmakers.The USIA has arranged to obtain 3,150
graphic art prints from 19 colleges and university art departmentsacross the nation.
The GLCA contribution will represent the
only works by undergraduatestudents according to Robert Vickers, chairman of
Hope’s art department who is organizing all
the material from the GLCA members.
ParticipatingGLCA members include
Hope, Ohio Wesleyan University, Oberlin
College, College of Wooster,Earlham Col-

derly operator he wanted to go to the sub-

way.
“The

rest of us quickly recognized the

man in the elevator as Senator Sam
Ervin. We motioned to Pete to come back
but he just kept repeating ‘Down Please’.

old

After thirty seconds passed, Ervin pointed
to the ‘Senators Only’ sign above the elevator door and Pete walked out to the laughter of

watching tourists.”

YEARBOOK MAILED
The 1971 Milestone yearbook has been
mailed to graduates of the classes of ’71
and ’72. Members of these classes who have
not received their copy as well as 1973
graduates who reserved a book should contact the Office of InformationServices.

and Denison University.
The print collections will be displayed

lege

at 82 different USIA overseas and cultural

posts later this year.

Letters
Hope

DOWN, PLEASE
The 1973 May term, a new concept in
Hope’s educational experience, offered a
variety of new courses both on and off
campus.
One of the off-campusprograms was an
opportunityfor political science students
to study vocations in the federal government in Washington,D.C.
“As touristswe made Spiro Agnews of
ourselves,” said Paul Boddy, a senior from
Bogota, N.J.

College welcomes

comments in the

"Letters" column. We are especiallyinterested in opinions about the College and
items of general concern to alumni, parents
and friends. The Editor reserves the right
to use portions of letters when space requirementsprevent printing their entirety.
Letters not intended for publication should
indicate so. Please address mail to:

News

from Hope College Editor, Office of Information Services,Hope College, Holland, MI
49423.
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13
16
20
23
27

8:15

p.m.

FRIDAY,

at Central of
at

11:00 a.m.

Dedicationceremony for Peale Science Center, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel (Ribbon cutting and open house at Peale Center follows
Dedication.)

8:15

p.m.

Kletz Concert, DeWitt Center

Iowa

Aquinas

TRINITY CHRISTIAN
at Wabash
at Calvin
at

Alma

at

Kalamazoo

AQUINAS

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27
9 a.m.

-Noon

at

Hope Cross Country Meet, Winding Creek golf

course
12

Noon

Luncheons for H-Club, Sorority and Fraternity alumni (contact
individual organizations)

Adrian
2:15

p.m.

ALBION
CALVIN

After

Game

ALMA
KALAMAZOO

Alumni Registration and Reception,DeWitt Center
Open House, Peale Science Center
Kalamazoo

11 a.m.

OLIVET

at

Address by Dr. William Bevan, Executive Officer of the American
Association for the Advancementof Science on the topic “Science As Servant of Man: A Scientist’s View”, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel

PURDUE-CALUMET

at

Address by Dr. William Pollard, ExecutiveDirector of the Oak
Ridge AssociatedUniversities,on the topic “A Christian View of
Science as the Servant of Man”, Dimnent Memorial Chapel

OCTOBER 26

4:30-7

Hope

vs.

Kalamazoo football game, RiverviewPark

Open House at all Residence Halls
Open House, Peale Science Center

p.m. Homecoming Buffet

Dinner, Phelps Hall

Lake Forest

ADRIAN
at Olivet
at

Albion

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28
11

a.m.

Civic Center

Jayvee Game — 5:55 p.m.
Varsity Game — 8:00 p.m.

Worship Service, the Rev. Dr. James

Z. Nettinga, preacher,

nent Chapel.

Home games played at Holland
Officialpublication, news from

Holland, Mich.) decided he wanted to ride
the subway which connects the Capitol

Hope

College Basketball

Jan.

than one copy, please pass

problems related to urbanization and

drug abuse.

9:00 a.m.

ENERGY RESEARCH
RECEIVES COTTRELL

social

J

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25

ies.

finger in the research.

students, Tom Kapral from

Six of us were walking through the

Capitol when Pete Hoekstra(a junior from

holdings in the related areas of ethnic stud-

Rochester, N.Y. are assisting Dr. Hoep-

Two Hope

Philadelphia, Pa. and Dale Rice

be

College, DePauw University, Kalamazoo

The Phelps Hall dining room has been
redecorated and is bedecked with new furniture thanks to the Women’s League for
Hope College. The $15,000 project was
funded from proceedsof the Village
Square, an annual fair sponsored by the
Women’s League each July.

A second part of the grant will be used
to purchasematerials dealing with water
pollution because of the College’s interest
with the Lake Michigan and Lake Macatawa regions, which are used as a natural

lation.

will

take place in explodingstars (supernovae).

arship aid availableto Michigan students
lic collegesand universities.

A third portion of the funds

used to expand a collection dealing with

Toevs, associate professor of physics.

2-5 p.m.

Open House, Peale Science Center

3:00 p.m.

Music Department Recital, Dimnent Chapel

Dim-

School

arrival offers

problems

unique

*

bow do you get two cars worth
book shelves? These Hopeites found the

Arriving on campus can offer unique problems. Like,
of belongings into one car? Or, what do

answer to

I

use for

their dilemnas.

Dedication of Peale Science Center
will highlight
continued from page

73 Homecoming

1

College band, under the direction of

Robert Cecil, presents its annual Kletz concert beginning at 8:15 p.m. in the DeWitt
Cultural Center.

Alumni registrationand reception

will

be held from 9 a.m. until noon in DeWitt.

There will be severalopportunities to
tour the Peale Center during

weekend. The

first will be

Homecoming

Saturdaymor-

ning during the alumni registration,the
second after the football game and the
third from 2-5 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 28.
Several sororities and fraternities will
sponsor alumni luncheons, dinners and receptions Saturday. The H-Club will sponsor
its

annual luncheon in Durfee Hall begin-

ning at noon Saturday.

Kalamazoo College will provide the

STANLEY

S?

KRESGE

football opposition beginning at 2:15 p.m.

Saturday at Riverview Park.
Alumni and friends are invited to a buffet dinner in Phelps Hall after the game.
The Rev. Dr. James Z. Nettinga, direc-

tor of

advance programs for the American

Bible Society, will deliver the sermon during the

Sunday morning worship beginning

at 11 a.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.

A

1934 Hope graduate, Dr. Nettinga will
preach on the topic “The High Cost of Believing”.

Fall

enrollment

The music department will present a
Sunday, Oct. 28 at 3 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel.

recital

declines

1

2

continued from page 1

3

The average American College Testing
(A.C.T.) composite was 23.
Forty per cent of the freshmen indi-

The Servant

of

Two Masters

a bright farce
18-20, 24-27

OCTOBER

Uncle
a

NOVEMBER

Vanya

warm drama
29-30, DECEMBER

1,

5-8

Cabaret
an engaging musical
FEBRUARY 28, MARCH 1-2, 6-9

cated an interestin the natural sciences, 25
percent in the social sciences,25 percent in
the arts and humanities and 10 percent
were undecided.

The Admissions staff will visit approximately 800 high schools during the fall and
winter months. Alumni and friends who
wish to recommend potential Hope students are encouraged to contact the Office
of Admissions.

Subscriptions to the anchor, Hope's

weekly student newspaper, are available to alumni and friends of the college. Persons wishing a subscription

should mail $7 to: SubscriptionManager, the anchor, Hope College, Holland Ml 49423.
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Red Magic
a haunting comic-tragedy

APRIL 25-27, MAY

1-4

DEWITT CULTURAL CENTER

-12th ST. at COLUMBIA AVE.
Curtain time 8:00 P.M. /For ticket information call 392-6200
Group Rates Available Upon Request
three

ore than sore feet
It

was

at French’s

Bay that the group

grew together as a cohesive unit. One entire
day was spent here, and most of the day
was spent in recreation. People got to

know

each other better at French’s Bay.

The kids did more things together,
whether it was swimming, boating, eating,
or whatever. Camping skills were put to the
test Wednesday night as everyone prepared
for the forecasted storm (it only rained for
an hour, in the early morning, which sort
of disappointeda lot of people).
It

was

a

22 mile walk back to

the next day, and

it

St.

James

rained periodically till

about noon. Two of the young marchers
were slightly sick and rode most of the trip
in the supply van.

Only

a small

group

of

people walked the

entire way, but this included both old and

When

solved when several people decided they

53 professors, college students,

jammed

and schoolchildren from the Holland area

liked being

go on a week-long backpackingventure

ting on the floor.

into the wilderness of Beaver Island, one
might reasonably expect them to run into
all sorts of problems, the least of which
would be sore feet.
Fortunately, that was the group’s only
big problem, with a littleseasickness,poison ivy, and rain thrown in to keep the trip

The boys and
bus quickly

back of the

a perpetual

round

of seat-

switching, crawling under seats, telling

stant.

March to Hope,

is

was conceivedin 1970 by Carl Schackow,
as a self-concept-buildingexperience

for the children involved.

The children are selected by their teachers (though they are not told this) on the
basis of their inabilityto start and finish
things. This can include being unable to

keep friendships with their fellow students,
Schackow indicated.
The child is then matched with a student from Hope who is responsible for outfitting his young partner for the march and
playing the role of big brother or sister during

it.

This year’s march presenteda different

problems than previous marches. In
past years the march had taken place at
Wilderness State Park, near the Straits of
Mackinac.
But a new ruling by the Department of
Natural Resources in Lansing had outlawed
open fires in state parks such as Wilderness
and since this would have greatly restricted
the group’s mobility, Beaver Island was
chosen as an alternate site.
The marchers left Holland the evening
of Aug. 19 on Hope’s Flying Dutchman
bus. The scene of departure was one of
happy confusion, with kids running around
trying to find a way down the Voorhees
Hall fire escape (or up it), mothers kissing
their kids goodbye (if they could find
them), college students filling jars with peanut butter and jelly and loading the bus
with backpacks,the kids getting physicals
and taking tests, with all finally leaving.
The psychological tests to measure any
rise in self-concept were a new feature of
the march and were administeredby psychology major Ron Bultema of Wyoming,
Mich, as an independent study.
The kids were excited on the busride to
Charlevoix, as young kids startinga trip
usually are. Problems did arise, like finding
seats for everyone, but this was quickly
set of

Author Dave DeKok is associate editor of
the Anchor, Hope ’s student newspaper.
DeKok, a junior from Holland, Mich., participated in the March.
c

.....

~

The next morning the marchers walked
into Holland from FellowshipReformed

Church. As they passed Beechwood Elementary School, a young boy rode up on
his bicycle who had been on the 1972
march and had been considered for participation again this year but had not been
chosen by anybody.
He wasn’t mad though. He just waved
hello and smiled at the group. It was a
friendly day, it had been a fairly friendly
week.

Fall

Semester,1973

OCTOBER

collegiatepartners awake.

Hope,

trip, called the

to Holland.

jokes, ticklingand generally keeping their

an associate professor of educationat

The

not intended to be a picnic, however. It

The trip back to the mainland was
smooth and uneventful, as was the bus ride

Concert Calendar

friends with one another

The two and one half hour ride to the
island was the low point of the trip for
most of the marchers. The group was party
to what was called the roughest crossing of
the summer, accordingto one of the crewman, and no one doubted him for an in-

interesting.

test was taken there.

i

girls at the

made

and engaged in

three to a seat or sit-

young. One young girl named Denise was
determined to walk the entire way and
kept up with the lead group, even if it

meant running a block once in a while,
something she had not previously done.
The day’s walk ended, ironically, at
Sucker’s Point, where a recently abandoned Coast Guard station was located and
the group had permission to camp for the
night. The second part of the psychological

Lake Michigan had eight foot waves that
day and two-thirds of the passengers,
adults,students, and children alike, were
seasick.To compound their miseries,many
had been drenched when they failed to
heed a warning by the captain to go below
before the ship got out of the harbor

Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Hall, 3 :00 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital;Wichers Hall, 7:00 p.m.
“The Servant of Two Masters”; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8:00 p.m.
Guest Recital: Brian Minor, saxophonist; Wichers Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Saxophone Workshop: Brian Minor; Wichers Hall, 10—12 a.m.
Sunday Evening Organ Recitals: Robert Clark, guest organist;
Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
BALLET WEST; Civic Center, 8:15 p.m.
“The Servant of Two Masters”; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8:00 p.m.
Guest Recital: John Ehrlich, cellist;Wichers Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Homecoming Kletz Concert:Hope College Band and Stage Band;
DeWitt Cultural Center— Kletz, 8:15 p.m.
Homecoming Music Department Recital; Dimnent Chapel, :00
p.m.

7
11
1

18-20
19
20
21

*22
1

24-2 7

25
26
28

3

and

were cold as well as sick.
It

was sunny and calm, though,

when

the ferry arrived in the harbor of St. James,

Beaver Island. The town dates from the
mid-1 800’s when the island was settled by
Mormons and ruled by a king, James

NOVEMBER
Delta Omicron Concert; Wichers Hall, 7:00 p.m.

1

Faculty Recital: Carroll Lehman, baritone; Wichers Hall, 3:00

4

p.m.

JACQUE BREL

*5

Strang.

The kids could have cared

IS

ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING

IN

PARIS;

Civic Center, 8:15 p.m.

about the
anxious
to get going. Their energy came in peaks
that first day, the peaks being when they
had their packs off. For some reason, a kid
can drag along at the end of the line of hikers, complain about his sore feet and his
heavy pack, and still run circles around you
at the rest stop with his pack off. The
group walked close to 14 miles the first
less

island’s history, though, only being

day.

The night at Iron Ore Bay was mostly
spent in swimming, recuperation and eating. There was, however, a tense moment
when it was discovered that three of the
group, Doug Kidd, Donna Draken and
Perry, Kidd’s young partner, had not reported in yet. As it turned out, they had
taken a wrong turn and gone to French’s
Bay, the originalchoice for the evening
campsite.

The three had to walk the beach in the
dark down to Iron Ore Bay and reported
when they arrived that the beach was nearly impassible at points because the forest

grew down to the water’s edge.
Because of this, several of the group
took the inland route to French’s Bay in
the morning, the next campsite. Those that
took the beach route were forced at times
to cut through a cedar forest where the
trees grew within one and one half feet of
each other with the dead branchesof each
adding to the difficulties.

Music Department Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7:00 p.m.
Concert:Hope College Collegium Musicum Singers and Symphonette; Dimnent Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
Senior Recital; Mary Jane Smits, soprano, and Lois Walvoord,
pianist; Wichers Hall; 8:15 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Hall, :00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Organ Recitals: Glenn Pride, guest organist;Dimnent Chapel, 8:30 p.m.
Mini Concert: Hope College Band; DeWitt Cultural Center— Kletz,
7:30 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital; Wichers Hall, 7:00 p.m.
“Uncle Vanya"; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8:00 p.m.
Senior Recital: Tao-Heng Hsieh, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8:15
p.m.

8

15
16
18
18

3

20
29
+29-30
30

DECEMBER
“Uncle Vanya”; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8:00 p.m.
Faculty Recital: Philip Greenberg, violinist; Wichers Hall, 3:00

+1, 5-8
2

p.m.

THE WAVERLY CONSORT;

Dimnent Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
ChristmasVespers;
Dimnent Chapel, 2:00, 4:30, and 8:00 p.m.
(Complimentary tickets will be honored until 15 minutes before

*3
9

each service.)

Ann Voskuil, soprano;
Wichers Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Music Department Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7:00 p.m.
Concert:Hope College Band with Harvey Phillips, tuba soloist;
DeWitt Cultural Center, 8:15 p.m.
Senior Recital: Karen Schaner, pianist, and

11
13
13

*

Hope College/HollandConcert Association— Great Performance
Series

+ Hope College Theatre Department

Production

PealeSci

Center
Functia
building

comple
science
program.
On

Sept. 16, 1942 the Hope College

“Hope College now

ments which required more than

lingeringfinancialdifficulties the college

faced the future with
adequate facilities for an expanding program in all departments,and with one of

faced as a result of the depression, the need

the finest science buildings in the state.

the college’scurriculum.

more spacious and sophisticated laboratories was pressing,and an intensive drive
was launched to provide for this new. building. The number of graduates with science
majors had grown to approximately12 percent of all alumni, and the cramped and
outmoded facilities of the department in
Van Raalte Hall no longer properly served
this growing community of scientists.
The late Wynand Wichers, author of A
Century of Hope, described the mood at

These fine

Due to the “scientificrevolution” that
occurredin the ’60s the building,which
was quite adequate for 1941, had become
inadequateto serve even the chemistryand
biology departments,while the geology
and psychology departmentswere spread

Science Hall was dedicated. Despite the

for

the time of the Science Hall’s dedication:

facilities and

equipment, adequate for jn expanding program in science
education, placed Hope among those liberal arts colleges of the country who were in
the forefront of the movement for the
training of scientists.

.

That was over 30 years ago— before
World War II, before Sputnik I, before science had become a force strong enough in
everyday life to arouse the curiosity and
interestof many students. That was before
Hope College had acquired immense instru-

ner to store and use.

And

just a cor-

that was before

psychology and geology were included in

out in any availablecorner the

and graduate students of high scientific
caliber.

campus

could afford. By the late 1960s, the need
for more space had

strumentswere being used as lab benches.
Even certain tropical plants were brushing
the ceiling of the small biology greenhouse.
The opening this fall of the Peale Science Center, therefore, not only marks the
attainmentof another goal in the college’s
physical plant development plan but it also
ensures that Hope can continueto attract

become critical. Shelves

Exteriorly, the box-like design of the
building has been described as “functional”.

Housed inside is

a

group of professors

of books from the growing science library

and students

had spread into the corridors of Science

not having had time to even consider the

Hall and the casing tops of expensive in-

building’sfacade— they have been busy setting

who

give the impression of

up equipment and beginning to do

re-

search in a building they term as “superb”,
“everything we’ve asked for”, and “one of
the finest facilities any liberal arts college
offers”.
As one enters the Peale Science Center
it is

difficult to believe that the building is

“brand new”— already it is a hub of activity
where students are involved in experiments, research, learning and discussing.

The abundant use of

glass walls

throughout

the building suggests an openness, an invitation to curiousity— anyone can look in

on

a laboratory or a faculty office and see that

here is a place where things are happening.
The long expansesof corridors are punctuated with doors and stairwells of crayonbright colors, architecturallyre-enforcing
the impression that this

work

is

is

a place

where

not simply accomplished,but stu-

dents and faculty are also having fun in the
process.

When

asked to state the main advantage

of the new science center, spokesmen from
all

four depanments housed therein (chem-

and psychology)
responded with an emphatic,“More modern space!" Space is an important factor to
Hope’s sciences,where the main emphasis
is placed on research and experimentation
rather than on lecture.Not only has the
istry, biology, geology,

|

ANIMAL
SURGERY

B59

Author Eileen Verduin Beyer, '71 was a
feature writer for the anchor during her

GROUND FLOOR
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Hope undergraduatedays.
five

much needed cen-

new building provided more and larger
classroom laboratories,space has also been
provided for independentstudy projects.
In addition, each faculty office has an
adjoining research laboratory. They provide a place where students are active in
research and work with professors in much
the same way that graduate students do in

building has provideda

larger universities.

out that the bringing together of the four

tralization.Last year, the department’sfacilitieswere divided into four

campus locaAccording to associate professor of
psychology Dr. Patrick Harrison, “The new
facility has centralized the psychology labs
providing more opportunityfor coordinattions.

ing research.” In addition, Harrison points

departmentsunder one roof might promote more interdisciplinaryresearch.
The psychology department now boasts
nearly 50 rooms for use by laboratory
classes and for research with humans and

In addition, the Center offers a controlled environment.Soundproofing and

temperatureand humidity controls all help
to create a more stable environment for
scientific research in all areas.

animals. This lab area

PSYCHOLOGY
Located on the ground

is

divided into

two

sections.The social-development lab con-

'floor of the

tains seven rooms equipped with one-way
windows clustered around a central control
area which houses intercom and video recording equipment. The largest of these
demonstrationrooms adjoins a classroom.

new

building are the psychology department
labs, with faculty officesdirectly above

on

the first floor. For this department,the

Students can view a subject in the

demon-

stration area by sliding back a blackboard

which normally covers the one-way window. Seating in the 35-student classroomis
fixed in two semicircular arcs, with the
second elevated slightly above the first.
This unique arrangement enables each student in the class to see the face of almost
every other student. According to Dr.
David G. Myers, chairman of the psychology department,this seating design provides the opportunityfor more classroom
interaction.At the same time, unlike a circular arrangement,the instructor is still the
key figure in the classroom.

The experimentallaboratory area offers
anechoic, reverberative and dark rooms for
perception research, a 12 room area for lab
instruction,facilities for housing, tending
and testing rats, gerbils, fish and

monkeys,

animal surgery room with
facilities for tissue examination and physioas well as an

graphic recording.
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GEOLOGY
The geology department,although a
relatively new disciplineat Hope (begun in
1966), is a growing one, and has obtained
in the Peale Science Center the space to

develop

its'

program. Previously isolatedin

the basement of Voorhees Hall, the geology department is happy to be “where

more students can see what’s going on and
perhaps become motivated to get involved”, reports Dr. J. Cotter Tharin, chair-

man

of the department.
The geology department occupies five
labs on the ground floor of the new building, all of which are equipped for research.
On the first floor, adjoining the depart-

can therefore spend more class time work-

ment’s faculty officesis an audio-visual

ing on actual problems.

center.John B. Anderson, assistant professor of geology,

is

possibilities this

enthusiasticabout the

room offers:“It’s

a

psy-

chological improvement. Studentscan pace

ENERAl BIOLOGY
.LAB 122
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o
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Piol Noiton

14—
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new laboratoriesare designed

x-ray laboratorieshave been placed in the

to facilitate independentstudy lab exer-

geology area. Adjoiningare separate prep

cises.

Plant biology has been enhanced with

rooms and photographicdarkrooms.

much

the addition of almost twice as

partitioned off from each other, which re-

greenhousespace. A separate herbarium

BIOLOGY

much

stores teaching and research collections.

Norman J. Norton, chairman of

more effectivelyfor the time we have in
lab.” The audio-visualprogram is used to
replace less effectivelaboratories.Accord-

Center has nearly doubled the lab space

ing to Dr. Tharin, with this set-up,students

availableto his department.In the

coming

building, Dr. Norton explains, there is suf-

ology department,reports that the

the bi-

Dr. Norton expresses department plans for

new

an eventual collectionof

new

all

plants found in

Michigan.

necessary background information, such as

ficient laboratory space to enable an ex-

Animal biologistshave at their disposal
new aviary which will enable them to
maintain both indoor and outdoor bird

the use of instruments and equipment and

perimentto be

populations. Space has also been

to the laboratory have learned

the

set

up prior to the

class ses-

a

made

.
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able class time for this procedure. In addi-

college’s electron microscope and

themselves. Besides, because students are
duces distractions,we can work
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seven

availablefor an aquarium room for the
study of marine animals.

The

first floor museum provides

an

exhibitory storage area for plant and animal specimans. Also on the first floor is the

new environmentalcomplex, consisting of
walk-in chambers which are humidity,

temperature,and light controlled.
While Dr. Norton foresees no major
changes in his department’sprogram, they
now have some new teaching methods on
hand which will hopefully enable them “to
do an even better job.”

CHEMISTRY
Occupying almost the entire top floor
chemistrydepartment is
able to bum the midnight oil and brew
their coffee on Bunsen burners with little
distraction.According to Dr. Donald H.
of the Center, the

Williams, professor of chemistry, intensive
is the crux of the department’s
program. “We are here almost every day of
the year, twelve months of the year,” he
explained. Understandably,therefore,

research

chemistry students and faculty members
are delighted with the new facilities.

The Center has answered an urgent need
for the proper housing of the

many

large

and sophisticated instrumentsthe depart-

ment

uses.

These instruments, often the

focal point of research projects,now have

enough working area surroundingthem and
can be used more effectively.In addition, a
room has been set aside as an electrical
workshop where instruments can be repaired. There was no room in the old building for such a necessary “convenience.”
Special rooms with incorporated safety
features are avilablefor experimentsinvolving chemicals having explosive or high volatility qualities.

A

chemical storeroom is

centrallylocated between pairs of laboratories.

The work areas in the general chem-

istry labs are arranged in clusters, a design

which the students seem to appreciate, Dr.
Williams notes. Those enrolled in advanced
lab have a room of their own. “Now they
can concentrate on their work, instead of
on finding and keeping a place to do their
work,” Dr. Williams points out.
A chemistryseminar room provides a
place for students and professors to discuss
matters in a relaxed setting. This

is

espe-

important Dr. Williams claims:
“Despite the rigors of our program, we are
all always aware that Hope is a liberal arts
college. We thrive on maintaininga one-tocially

one relationship with our students."
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Peale Center
tribute to
The contributions

of

is

pioneers

Hope’s Science Pioneers, the

late

Dowe

B. Yntema,

the late Almon T. Godfrey, the late Frank N. Patterson, plus their immediate
successors, the late Gerrit Van Zyl and the late J. Harvey Kleinheksel, will be

recognizedduring the dedication of the Peale Science Center.
Memorial tablets will be unveiled at the luncheon following the Oct.
dedication ceremony.

ALMON
Almon

T.

GODFREY

T. Godfrey, the son of Philip

Michiganin 1878.
He first came to Holland when he attended the Pioneer School, then continued
on to graduate from Hope College in 1900.
He received his M.D. from Northwestern
University 1904, and his M.S. degree also

from Northwestern in 1907.
He and his wife Harriet met in Hudsonville,and later lived on a farm near there.
Dr. Godfrey loved the farm, but after acmoved into the

city. Aside

Hope

from

his teach-

home, which was located
Tenth street and College

his

on the corner of

avenue.
Dr. Godfrey was first appointedin 904
by President Kollen. In 1909 two departments were created with Godfrey being the
head of the chemistrydepartment.He is
remembered as being a very thorough and
honest instructor.Out of his enthusiasm
for his students he succeeded in organizing
the first Chemistry Club in the spring of
1923. The first graduate of Dr. Godfrey
was G.J. Van Zoeren who was also the first
Hope graduate to be awarded an assistant1

ship in chemistry.

Among

his other out-

standing graduates were J. Harvey Kleinheksel and Gerrit Van Zyl. On August 25,
1923, when Dr. Godfrey died suddenly of
a

ruptured appendix, his position was filled

by Dr. Van Zyl.

DR.

FRANK

N.

PATTERSON

Since the founding of Hope College in
1866,

many

cology. In 1957,

accurately describes Dr. Patterson, “one

who makes no attempt to teach but

in-

spires his students to learn.”

DOUWE
Douwe

B.

B.

YNTEMA

Yntema came

to Hope Col-

lege at the request of Dr. Kollen in

1893 to

outstanding professors have

truly inspired their students. Dr. Frank N.
Patterson was one of these professors.He

came to Hope in 1909 and taught biology
for over 18 years. Prior to coming to Hope,

physics. Previous to this appointment,Professor Yntema had served as principal and

superintendentof schools in St. Johns,
Michigan from 1877. But this was not the

Hope College.
Yntema was born May 31,

first of his associationswith

Douwe
1851

B.

in Vriesland, Michigan and

was the
son of Hessel O. Yntema, who came to the
United States from the Netherlandsin
1846. In 1871, he graduatedfrom Hope
Prep School and later in 1876, he graduated from Hope College in a class of five.
For the commencement exercises,he gave
the Salutatory Oration in Latin. The A.M.
Degree was awarded to Yntema from Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti,in
1877 and from that time until his appointment to the staff of Hope, he was principal
and superintendentin St. Johns. During
that period, on December 27, 1888, he
married one of his own teachers, Mary
Loomis who was of pioneer Yankee stock.
Yntema was the first professor brought
specificallyto Hope to teach science. Previous to this time, teachers taught other
subjects besides their specializedfield.
While at Hope, along with developing the

chemistryand physics departments,he laid
foundationsfor strong departmentsin astronomy and biology. In 1909, Douwie B.

he received his A.B. and A.M. at the Universityof

Willard C. Wichers, secretary of the Board of Trustees, and Mrs. Marian A. Stryker,

alumni executive secretary,examine plaster molds that will become bronze memorial tablets honoring Hope College Science Pioneers.

take the post as professor of chemistryand

ing he also practiced medicine during the

summers from

ExperimentalBiology and Pharmawhen Dr. Yonkman was
asked which courses at Hope had stimulated him most, Dr. Patterson’s courses
were at the beginning of the list. Dr. Yonkman’s criteria for a successful professor
field of

and Mary Godfrey was born in Lament,

cepting his teaching position at

26

New Brunswick,in Canada. In

1908 he received his Ph.D. from Harvard.
Dr. Patterson made severalmemorable
contributions to the college.He founded
the Premedic Club. His students created
the Frank N. Patterson Award in Biology
in his honor. This award is given at Commencement to the student who shows the
most promise in the field of biology.
Perhaps the most lastingof his many
contributions was his personal dedication

Yntema was named professor of

physics,
as

Yntema for the

led us to appreciate the nature of scientific

severity of his exams fol-

lowing sparkling sessions in the classroom.

thought and the rigorous demands

Along with laying the building blocks
for Hope’s fine science department,professor Yntema also had a far flung reputation
as a farmer on his 90 acre farm. He was

search. We received quiet inspirationand

guished careers.In 1916, professor Douwe

acquired his M.S. degree at the University

His six children, Hessel, Theodore, Dwight,

Leonard, Chester and Clara were Hope

B.

Yntema presented

his resignation to the

Board due to ill health, thus ending
twenty-threededicated years at Hope College. He died four years later in 920.
1

J.

The

HARVEY KLEINHEKSEL

late J.

Harvey Kleinheksel was

actively involved with Hope College for

all

A graduate of the
Hope PreparatorySchool and of Hope College in 1922, he returned to the campus in
1928 to become half of the chemistry
staff. Although he was offered other jobs
upon the completion of his doctoral work
at the University of Illinois in 1927, he
chose to join his former teacher, Dr. Gerrit
Van Zyl, to fulfillhis goal which was to be
an excellent teacher of chemistry.
Here Dr. Kleinheksel remained for the
but 19 years of his

life.

man-

and inspirationprompted Dr. Fredrick

educationand attain prominent positions in the fields of science and medicine.
He was meticulousand stern, but he blended it with wisdom and understandingin
order to bring out the very best in each of
his students. His excellence as a tekeher
was recognized in a study by Knapp and
Goodman titled The Origins of American
Scientistsin which Hope was ranked seven-

Yonkman

th

Yonkman

is

The biographies on this page were written
by five Hope students as part of a history
department course entitled "Studies in Biography". The authors were Graham Rockley, a junior from Chicago, III.; Paul Berg, a
junior from Metucben, N.J.; Barbara
Springer, a sophomore from Carmel, Ind.;
Kevin Ecbart, a junior from Belle Vernon,
Va. ; and Susan Gould, a junior from South
Haven, Mich.

i

i

among

the fifty institutionsleading the

country in the production-ofscientists.
This recognition would flatter any man,
yet Kleinheksel found a deeper satisfaction
from the achievementsof his students.
Their tributes at the time of his death on

an outstanding scientist in the

December 21,
The Kleinheksel-VanZyl resources center in the new Peale Science Center features a moveable, fully-automatedshelving
system that can accomodate approximately
24,000 volumes.The system requires only
one-third the space that conventional shelving would need for storage of the

number of volumes.

same

GERRIT VAN ZYL

graduates and went on to pursue distin-

Co. and Standard Grocery and Milling Co.

their

to go to graduate school, which

understandingof science from him.”

The late Gerrit Van Zyl, a graduate of
Hope in 1918, returned to his Alma Mater
in 1923 as chairman and sole professor of
the chemistrydepartment.In the interim
he had served two years in the military,

ships in Peoples State Bank, Holland Sugar

ner that would prepare them to continue

led to a teaching scholarship at Yale. Dr.

of re-

also active in business including director-

rest of his life teaching students in a

to his students. Dr. Patterson’s teaching

Another former student eulogized him
teacher of clarity and precision,he

“A

Students often remembered professor

1965, while he was

still

teaching, pointed up his life and his work.

of Michigan in 1921 and was well on his
way to his Ph.D.
It didn’t take Hope long to discover that
Dr. Van Zyl was a real mover. Under his
chairmanshipfour more faculty positions
were added to the department and the curriculum was greatly expanded. In addition,
Dr. Van Zyl institutedthe Hope Science
Alumni Chapter. He also attracted funds to
begin a program of individual research for
senior chemistrystudents. Instrumental in
securing Hope’s accreditation by the American Chemical Society, Gerrit Van Zyl
spread Hope’s prestige by becoming a
prominent member of national and state
chemical societiesand by placing an im-

pressive number of his graduates in leading
scientific universitiesthroughout the

counand help with the financ- ~
of the Science Hall in 1941 was invalu-

try. His planning
ing

able.

Such outstanding activity in the field of
chemistrydid not go unnoticed. Besides
numerous research grants and honorary
degrees, Dr. Van Zyl received in 1955 the
Science Apparatus Maker’s Award, and in
1962 the prestigiousManufacturingChemists Association Award for outstanding
members in chemicaleducation, thus becoming the first man to be awarded both.
Perhaps Gerrit Van Zyl’s spirit is best
reflected in a remark made by Calvin Vander Werf, former president of Hope and a
Van Zyl student. VanderWerf recalled discovering Van Zyl in a poor hotel during the
1940 conventionof the American Chemical Society at Atlantic City, attending at
his

own

expense. Van Zyl explained his

attendance, “Because I want to establish

Calvin VanderWerf, a Kleinheksel student

some additional contacts with men

and former president of Hope College, at

universitiesso

1

can place

was

all

my

in the

seniors

the time of his death said “We students at

this spring.” It

Hope College have lost more than a friend;
we have lost an inspiration.The life of Dr.
Kleinheksel was a living prayer. He poured

that endeared “Doc” to so many, and in-

out his life for his students.”

of the late Gerrit Van Zyl.

this kind of dedication

spired the achievementsof his
dents

who

many

stu-

are the living tribute to the life

Enrolment decline

is

everyone's concern

For an institutionsuch as Hope, which
enrollmentfor approximately
eighty percent of its operating budget, the
enrollmenttrends which were established

relies upon

over the past ten years
i

become particularly

significant,for they form the base for planning for the future.
Historically,institutionsof higher education in this country have experienced
increases in enrollments. These increases
have been due to,

among other

things,

growing numbers of people reaching college age and an increasing proportionof
this college-age pool enrolling in college.

During the decade of 1960-70 enrollments
in public institutionsof higher education
increased by 212 percent while in private
institutionsthe increase was 38 percent.
This increase in public institutionscan be
attributed to the fact that in 1951 fewer
than 50 percent of the students in college

were enrolled in

supported colleges
1960 this percentage
was 57.2 and in 1970 the percentage had
state

a.nd universities, in

risen to 75.1.

Since 1970 these trends of increase in
enrollments have stopped and something of
a reversalhas

begun. In each of the years

since 1970 the percentage of eighteen-yearolds enrolling for the first time in degree
credit programs has been decreasing.
In addition to the trends in overallenrollments, there have been rather significant changes in the enrollmentand application trends in private institutions.In the
years of 1967-72 the rate of yearly increase

freshmen applications and enrollments
down and in two of the
years there was an actual decline over the
preceeding year. In 1972 there was a
in

sented in Figure 2. With the exceptions of

has been slowing

two-yearinstitutions
and part-time enrollments have undoubted-

1967, 1969, and 1970, the sizes of the
freshmen classes have increased each year.
As of September 15, 1973 the freshmen
class numbered 513 which is approximately one hundred students less than in
1972.
The percentages of the student enrollment belonging to the Reformed Church of
America have declined over the past ten

national decrease over the previous year in
the

number of

students enrolling full-time

for the first time in private colleges and
universities.

The enrollments

in

ly contributed to the decline in full-time

years. In 1963, 61.9 percent of the fall en-

enrollments. Enrollmentsin junior colleges

rollment were

from 1960 to 1970 increased 266 percent
(600,000 to 2.2 million). In 1970 over
fifty percent of all freshmen and sophomores enrolled in higher education were
enrolled in junior colleges. As part-time
enrollments have advanced they have
drawn students away from full-timestatus

Church of
through 1971 the percentages consistently
decreased— reaching 37.2 percent in 1971.
In the Fall semesters of 1972 and 1973 the
trend indicated a slight reversalwith an
increase to 38 percent. The data pertaining
to the sons and daughters of alumni enrolling as freshmen at Hope is somewhat inconclusive at this time. Based upon selfreporting by freshmen, in 1964, 12.5 percent of the freshmen were offspring of
alumni while in 1972 14 percent were related to alumni; data for the years between
are limited and unreliable.
As the previously presented trends are
studied it becomes readily apparentthat
there have been significantchanges occurring in enrollmentsin higher education. The
projections for the next decade indicate
that further change can be expected.
It is estimated that the number of

and thus directly affected full-timeenroll-

ments.
The total on-campus enrollments
throughout the state of Michigan since
1967 can be described as being four years
of growth followedby two years of decline; a 6 percent decline since 1970.
enrollmentat Hope over
the past several years, it seems that the
In studying the

The
numbers

national trends have existed locally.
full-time equivalency (F.T.E.)

(total number of hours registeredfor) of

opening fall enrollments have shown a con1964-65 through
1972-73, as shown in Figure 1. The greatest increases in F.T.E. at Hope occurred
during the years of 1964 to 1969 when
enrollments increased from 1,527 to 2,014.
In observing the sizes of Hope’s freshmen classes from 1963 through 1972 the
overall profile indicates a decade of generally increasing numbers. The data are presistent increase from

This article was written by

Tom LaBaugh,

Director of Admissions,and Dr. Dean Bryson, Associate Professor of Education who
was chairman of

a

faculty-staffcommittee

that examined enrollmenttrends and projections for

ten

Hope

College.

members of the Reformed
America. From that time

moderate annual rates up to 1978 after
which there will be annual decreases for at

have implications for Hope’s size in the

least seven years.

ber of people born eighteen to twenty-one

As the college plans for the next decade
must carefullyconsider the trends which
have emerged during the past few years.
These trends must be viewed in combina-

years previously in Michigan.Beginningin

tion with the projections of a national and

1978

number is projected to be decreasing yearly. The enrollmentsin private
colleges in Michigan are projected to increase until 1975 and then begin to decrease.A study of the projections concern-

which may affect enrollments
committee of
faculty and administration has been study-

ing the percent of births 18-21 years pre-

means

During the years of 1973 through 1979
there will be annual increases in the

num-

this

viously

who

will enroll in private colleges

indicates that there will be a decline

future.

it

state nature

in the next several years. A

ing these trends and projections and re-

them to the goals of the college as a
of viewing what may be expected in
enrollments in the next decade. The enrollment figure each fall and the projections of

lating

throughout the decade of 1973-83.
The national and state projections of

enrollments in future years play a very cen-

enrollments over the next several years

ing budget, staff,

concernprograms and physical

tral role in virtuallyevery decision

Figure /
Fall Enrollments (Full-time Equivalency) 1964—72

2000

eighteen-year-olds in the nation will continue to increase to 1975. Beginning in
1976, however, it

number of

is

projected that the

eighteen-year-olds will begin to

decrease annually.
Projections closely related to the

num-

ber of eighteen-year-olds are those pertaining to the number of high school graduates.
The number of people graduating from
high school are expected to increase annually up through 1977-78. Beginningin
1979 it has been projected that the number
of persons graduating from high school will
decrease. Unless the enrollmentrates in
recent years are changed higher education
enrollments can be expected to increase at

1964

’65
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Student recruitment

Enrollments by Freshman Students

efforts

expanded

The Hope Admissions office has expanded its recruitmentefforts. The main
thrust of the program is to develop a more personal tie with the prospective
student according to director Tom La Baugh. The Admissions office welcomes the names of potential Hope students. Drop them a line or a telephone
call (616-392-5111, ext. 2241).

=

300

Year
one

facilities.By and large the trends and pro-

each alumni were to send us only

jections indicate that the next decade may

name, we would be able to write to
over 14,000 students. Needless to
say, this would increase our enrollment possibilities and would not be
demanding on the alumni.

be one which will see gradually decreasing
enrollments unless effortsare made to alter
conditions and factors affecting the

num-

bers of students enrolling in college.One of
if conditions
remain unchanged and if there continued
to be the same decrease in enrollments for
the next ten years, as there was in 1973
when compared to 1972, the college would
have 25-30 percent fewer students in 1981
than were enrolled in 1972.
Because this projection for decreasing

the projections indicates that

enrollments

is

to the situation.A

to address itself

major portion of the

was devoted to
ways of dealwith it. The data availableconcerning

all-staff conference this Fall

trends and projections strongly indicate
that the next five years are of great importance in a continuedgrowth of the college.
It is
is

have developed a number of

ma-

which are easy to share with
others either through a direct handout, or making them availablefor
perusal by leaving them on a table in
an office or a classroom. Our materials include brochures, both a student-written brochure and a composite departmentalbrochure, as well
as a new poster. We also have a
smaller hardback poster with tear-off
cards where others could request a
copy of our large poster. We will
make all of these availableto you at
no cost and simply by making them
availableto others you might be
helping our Admissions picture.

a study of the situation and
ing

We

firmly believed that continued growth

an importantfactor in the vitality of the

college. It

3.

We would

like to urge each

would seem that very realistimoderate in-

continue the quality and excellence of the

programs the

lege as an excellent institutionof

To achieve these increases and to
engaged in studying,

discussing,and planning activities and pro-

higher education which students in-

grams.

terested in the liberal arts should pursue.” Under this could be listed

Needless to say, the enrollmentprojection for Hope College

concern to all
of us— those who are here now, those who
have gone before us, and more especially
those who are to come after us. It’s a concern to which all of us must direct our attention and energies and we have defined a
few ways in which the alumni might be of
is

many

We would

appreciate receiving the

ing a rapport for a class of 600. If

community leaders are
make

application.

who are recent graduates
and may now be involved in activities
that permit some free time during
the day or early evening we would
like to get you involved directly in
our recruitingeffort. We are looking
for people in a number of areas of
the country who can act as a recruit-

great service to us.

name and address of a high school
junior or senior in your area who
would be a good candidate for Hope
College. This is all the information
we would need in order to place that
person on our mailing list. We can
then forward our materials and a
number of continuousinformational
letters about Hope to give that individual a better concept of our offerings
and better help them to decide on
the college in which they will enroll.
Annually we receive about 3 ,000
names with which we begin develop-

of

4. For those

most do not involve a great deal of time

1.

of the

be inspired to

not discharge them before

a

all

alumni of Hope College and perhaps

giving them some consideration because
and could provide

VANDENBURG

group and our hope is that readership
in your community will see that

Please take a close look at these oppor-

Do

BILL

Eastern Representative

the names of those in your alumni

of

service.

tunities.

BRUCE HIMEBAUGH
Director of Financial Aid

alumni

newspaper which would follow the
format of a number of political campaign ads which usually read, “We,
the undersigned, endorse Hope Col-

creases in enrollments in the next five

staff is

MARK DE ROO
Assistant Director

club to take out an ad in the local

cally the college can expect

years.

GLENN LOWE
Assistant Director

terials

a possibilitythe entire col-

community has begun

lege

2.

TOM LABAUGH
Director of Admissions

er on our behalf to assist us in visiting with students, visiting at

churches, visiting at high schools, and

making phone
freshmen.

calls to prospective

We would

be able to pro-

vide you with the necessary training
materials to help answer all questions

about Hope College as well as written
words from our staff to enhance the
message you would like to transmit.
If

you are interested in

assisting us in

any of these ways, please let us know.
need your assistanceand

if

We

you can help us

now, we are sure Hope College and

all

its

constituents will benefit in the days ahead.

m
LIN

KLUNGLE

In-Office Coordinator

PHYLLIS

KLEDER

Admissions Officer

MARY VAN ANDEL
Admissions Officer

High school science
day set for Nov. 2-3
The Hope College Sigma Xi Research
Society and the departmentsof biology,
chemistry, geology, math, physics and psy-

chology will sponsor Science Day on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2 and 3 for high
school science students from Michigan and
nearby states.
The purpose of Science Day is to provide students with the opportunityto
closely examine professional research facilitiesand equipment while becoming ac-

quaintedwith the program of science education at Hope. Scheduled events will include project and equipment demonstrations by students and faculty, highlighted

by tours of the new Peale Science Center
and the new XDS Sigma 6 computer facility in the physics-mathematics
building.
Alumni and friends who know of high
school students who would be interested in
attending are asked to contact the Admissions office.
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Harry Nowill was a typical,unsung
American, strugglingthrough the labyrinth
of life in a competitive society which increasingly demands foresight,imagination
and intelligencein order to succeed and be
happy. But Harry was up to the challenges,
for he was seeminglyageless; or so
Harry thought! For you see Harry believed
(deep down) that he would never die. This,
of course, is a most unusual attitude,especially in this ‘best of all possible worlds,’

where anythingis possible.
One

was

starless evening our hero

flit-

ting down the path (of life?) through the
Pine Grove

among

when

a

voice wailed from high

the darkened branches.

“Have you

a

Will?”

Harry, jolted nearly dead in other’s
tracks, recovered partial composure by re-

A $300,000 fund
the social

campaign is underway to remodel the old science hall for use in
sciences and humanities programs. The old science building is not being used

this year for

raising

classroompurposes.

establishes $644,000 goal

day cost of operating the College. Contri-

ANNUAL FUND CHALLENGES
1973-74
Goal

1972-73
Giving

Division

Alumni
Churches
Individuals
Industrial

Foundations

butions make up the difference and be-

$139,297
258,351
44,395
46,115
83,254

$170,000
269,000
3 5,000
80,000
90,000

$571,412

$644,000

cause of loyal alumni, churches, parents,
friends, business leaders and

foundations,

Hope has been able to operate within its
budget during the past years.”
Approximately one-fifth of the College’s $6.7 million annual operating operating budget is contributed income.
Last year more than 3,000 of the College’s 11,134 alumni contributedto the
Annual Fund. There were also gifts from
398 of the 937 congregationsof the Reformed Church in America.

Build

Hope

Fund

at

52%

continuedfrom page

“We

And

And if you had no relatives, the
would take all your estate. Through
good estate planning in your Will, you can
provide for the welfare of your family,
often save taxes, and distributeyour assets
according to your wishes, not the state’s.”
“I’m convinced,”assured Harry. “But
with whom should I discuss this?”
“Your lawyer, for one, who is the only
person able to write your Will to validly
fulfillyour wishes. Also, for suggestions in
estate planning you can speak to Bill Stone
at Hope College. Speaking of Hope, let me
ask a question. Do you love your governestate.

state

present value, not what they cost you. Also

“Well,” mused Harry, “I would not say
that
a

I

exactly love

my government.That’s

little too personal. I

more proper word
ernment.”

is

should think the

that

I

tolerate the gov-

“Interesting.I so often receive the impression that most people love their gov-

ernment because they needlessly give it
money which could be used more productively by loved ones, or charities, such as

your church and
Charities are

a

this college of

Hope.

vital part of our society,

Harry, and are protected from the leveling
effects of government taxation. You
should consider making a gift through your
Will to

Hope

College, or your church, or

both.”

how?” Harry inquired.

“But,

have no small value; and consider the bene-

“Through

a specific, residual,or contin-

employer provides through pension, profit sharing, and insurance.”
The voice paused to allow Harry’s mental abacus to total all these new found assets. “Are you beginning to realize your
real worth?”
“Yes,” slurred Harry as he contem-

gent bequest. But speak to those

plated with rising glee his increased wealth.

level.”

fits your

wife will receive every-

“Go

I

menTime

tioned above for more information.

does not permit me to explain. I must be
off.”
“Wait!

Who

are

you?”

“Why, Harry, I am that part of society
which government inexorably tries to
“I don’t understand.”
“Think on it; and some morning, maybe
while shaving, you will.”

to jail!” blared the voice. “Go dir-

cipation to this point has brought the Build

ectly to jail. Do not pass go.

Hope Fund

$200. Come on, Harry. Ignoranceof the
law is no excuse. Without a Will, your wife

President Gordon J. Van Wylen. “The

ment?”

consider your insurance policies, which

enough to educate the children.”

point,” said

you had no children, your

brother Mortimer would receive half your

thing, and she would live comfortablywith

1

midway

self lucky. If

think of those in terms of their

my

how your

estate will be divided. And, consider your-

“Oh. No, I have not made a Will. But, I
don’t need one because 1 own very little.”
“Really?Let’s consider what you own.
There’s a home, with a partial mortgage,
and a bank account, and personal property,
and don’t forget all those securities, and
that real estate you purchased severalyears

“But, even so,

are thankful for those whose partipast the

Will, the state has decided by law

“Of course I have a will!” retorted
Harry in as strong and robust a voice as he
could muster. “My determinationis unwavering.”

back.

your estate

and your children the remainder. Without a

“No, Harry. Have you made a Will to
provide for your family, should you die?”

Annual Fund Campaign
A $644,000 goal for the 1973-74 Annual Fund has been announced by national
chairman Jack H. De Witt.
The goal represents an 11 per cent over
the $571,412 contributedin 1972-73.
“Unrestricted gifts are the lifeblood of
all independent colleges,”noted De Witt.
“Tuitionand fees do not cover the day-to-

membering his sensitivityto his name and
how he was continually having to prove
how strong willed he was.

will receive only one-third of

Do

not collect

This is another in a series of articles
by William K. Stone, Director of
Planned Giving.

progress to date encouragesall of us involved in this effort to work diligentlyto
reach the goal.”
Two major projects essentialto the College are

now

goals of the Build

Hope Fund

to be reached this Fall.

The first is a $1 million drive for the
proposed Physical Education Center among
1,225 of the college’salumni who earned
athleticletters while at Hope. The H-Club
campaign, which will be launched Homecoming weekend, is headed by Harvey J.
Buter, ’48 of Holland, Mich.
The site for the Physical Education Center has been acquired according to college
officials. It is located east of Columbia avenue between 13th and 14th streets just
southeast of Kollen Hall.
The proposed Physical Education Center will be activity-orientedfor

Vern J. Schipperhas been appointed

maximum

participation.The building, which

is

in pre-

executive director of the Build Hope Fund.

liminary design stages, would contain a

A native of Zeeland, Mich., Schipperis a
Hope graduateand holds an M.A. degree
from Michigan State. He taught in the Hol-

gymnasium, olympic-size swimming pool,

land (Mich.) public schools system, serving

handball courts, wrestling area, training

room, lockers, classrooms and faculty offices.

publisher of church school material based

The second major effort of the Build
Hope Fund this fall will be to raise
$300,000 for remodeling the old science
building for use in the social sciences and
humanitiesprograms.The old science

in Holland.

building is not being used this semester.

seven years as director of

community ser-

vice and adult education. Prior to

accepting

the Hope appointment he was vice president and general manager of Guide, Inc., a

twelve

Members of

the H-Club are spearheading a campaign to raise $1 million towards the con-

struction of a new Physical Education Center.

Members of

the executive committee are

pictured receiving instructionsfrom chairman Harvey J. Buter, '48. Seated from left to

Lawrence Green, physical educationdepartment liaison to the committee,
Herman F: Laug, '29. Standingare Robert W. Van Dis, '47, John
C. Schrier, ’55, ArlynJ. Lanting, '63, Robert N. De Young, '56, and Jack Faber, ‘59.
Committee members not pictured include Clarence J. Becker, 31, Jack H. DeWitt, 32,
James M. Ver Meulen, '26, and Fredrick F. Yonkman, '25. (See story on H-Club drive on
right are Dr.

Ekdal J. Buys, '37 and
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